Rubber Band Print

Using rubber bands and paint you can turn your drawing into a print!

Supplies Needed:
- Pencil
- Rubber bands
- Scissors
- Glue
- Cardboard
- Paint
- Paintbrush or brayer
- Paper

At Home with The Family Center
Step 1:
Draw a simple line drawing on your cardboard, try using strong bold lines.

Step 2:
Cut the rubber bands about the length of the lines in your drawing. Trace your lines with glue and begin to place your rubber band pieces directly on the cardboard.

Step 3:
Once the glue has dried use a paintbrush or a brayer to apply the paint to the rubber band lines. Take the paper and place it over the cardboard plate. Apply pressure to the paper smoothing it over with your hand. Peel away the paper and repeat step 3 to create more prints!

Show us your prints, message us a picture of your creations!
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